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Abstract

Large scale battery solutions for energy storage are

becoming more prevalent. The increased and faster

charge cycling increases the thermal load on charging

circuitry and the batteries used.

This project proposes an active cooling system with

IoT controls to prevent thermal runaway while

controlling noise levels. A 1:10th capacity scale model

using four Lithium Iron Phosphate (LFP) batteries was

designed and fabricated using less than one third the

volume of the previous design with greater

performance.

LFP batteries, a more stable chemistry, has a

runaway temperature of 270C. The goal was to

maintain a temperature of less than 60C, to support

other chemistries that are currently used more.

Objective

Monitoring the batteries within the enclosure, cool

the batteries, to within a more optimal and safe

temperature range, and having a modular solution that

can scale for different deployment environments.

CFD models and a prototype were used to confirm

our design. The CFD simulations used a current 300%

higher than the expected peak, and 160% what the

batteries are rated for. The airflow was additionally at

half capacity.

Results

The previous model has temperature highs of 58C. it 

utilized a single fan at full speed.

Discussion

The extremes that the CFD simulations

demonstrate would never occur due to circuit

protections. The control and sensing hardware is

housed under the battery

Conclusions

Significant accessory hardware is needed for

testing and insuring safe operation. However,

increasing the enclosure to have a larger capacity

would require minimal additional hardware.

The model performs better than required. Further

development could significantly reduce the space

required, and the cost, of monitoring and control

board. The project members are confident in the

proposed solutions scalability, compatibility with future

higher performance chemistries.
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Methods and Materials

The initial scale mode uses 4 battery cells and a

Raspberry Pi 3B for measuring, control, and hosting the

web user interface. A testing apparatus was also

constructed to discharge at the recommended max

rate, 10% of the simulation (more than triple the

previous testing), to confirm the simulation results.

Figure 1: Results of the previous design [63W per cell]

The new enclosure achieves the better performance

in a new reduced form factor (less than 30% the

original). Temperature highs are now 56C, even when

tested at half the cooling capacity.

Figure 2,3: Positions of temperature measurements and the 

temperatures when simulated for [63W per cell]

Cooling the batteries and thermal management goals

and results exceed the requirements and ratings of the

batteries used. Temperatures under normal loads are

expected to be the range of 45C of less.

enclosure (about 50 mm

of space), and also

receives active air flow.

Figure 4: Empty enclosure without internal hardware, 

showing only the breaker


